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Titles of forum replies don't appear

Status
 Open

Subject
Titles of forum replies don't appear

Version
15.x Regression

Category
Regression

Feature
Forum

Resolution status
New

Submitted by
Gary Cunningham-Lee

Lastmod by
Gary Cunningham-Lee

Rating
     (0) 

Description
I'll be happy if this is just a configuration error, but I've tried to make titles of reply posts in forums
display in branch 15, and haven't been able to. I'm experiencing this in my localhost branch 15, and
I see at the tiki.org/forums that replies have no titles, although an input is provided for them.

I don't see any UI to control reply titles on the forum's edit page.

On tiki-admin.php?page=forums, although I don't want to require a title, for testing purposes, I
activated "Require reply to have a title". This is the only item I found related to reply title display.

I'm not sure if it's related, but just to be safe, on /tiki-admin.php?page=comments, I de-activated
"Disable comment titles".

(BTW, there's an asterisk on the label for the reply title, but no explanation and apparently no
effect.)

This is either a functional failure (if reply title display is broken) or a documentation failure (if it
works but is this hard to activate).

Importance
5

Priority
25

Demonstrate Bug (Tiki 19+)

https://dev.tiki.org/item6094-Titles-of-forum-replies-don-t-appear
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Please demonstrate your bug on show2.tiki.org
Version:  Create show2.tiki.org instancetrunk ▼

Demonstrate Bug (older Tiki versions)

Ticket ID
6094

Created
Tuesday 23 August, 2016 05:27:54 GMT-0000
by Gary Cunningham-Lee

LastModif
Tuesday 23 August, 2016 05:27:54 GMT-0000

Comments

Attachments

 filename created hits comment version filetype  

No attachments for this item
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